WHY NO UNITY

LETS HAVE A LOOK AT THIS "UNITY" BUSINESS

Our Proposals

1. Withdraw U.S. troops from China.
2. War funds for housing and unemployment.
3. Labor action against war.
5. Aid to Spain and China.

"Unity" Answers

Rejected!
Rejected!!
Rejected!!!
Rejected!!!!
No differences

Under the pretext of "Unity" every proposal striking at the war danger at home has been rejected.

How can a real Anti-war strike be conducted without mentioning those vital issues?

Is it "Unity" to dictate the opposition speakers?—The "Unity" boys flatly refused to allow Professor James Burnham to speak at a united meeting.

Why do the "Unity" boys refuse to permit even a voluntary vote on the Oxford Pledge?

WHY SHOULD ANY SINCERE ANTI-WAR MOVEMENT FEAR THE OXFORD PLEDGE?

The cry of "Unity" is simply a cloak to hide the war danger arising from our government's actions in the Far East.

THOSE WHO DO NOT STRIKE AGAINST WAR TODAY PAVE THE ROAD FOR WAR TOMORROW!

ALL OUT
LEWISohn STADIUM
AT II:

UNITED STUDENT ANTI-WAR COMMITTEE